
The Vetiver System
A toolkit in support of community-
led, climate change adaptation



Climate Change Adaptation
& The Global South



Mitigation Target: 1.5 degrees Celsius
• Global & national climate plans shaped around this number…yet 

now likely we will cross 1.5 C within a decade
• Headlines from COP 27:

Ø Climate change is affecting nature, people’s lives and infrastructure 
everywhere…these impacts are hindering efforts to meet basic human 
needs and threaten sustainable development across the globe.

Ø …it is clear that the world must also take urgent action to adapt to the 
current and near-future impacts of climate change, which it is too late 
to avoid

Ø Raising more finance to help developing countries 
cope with climate impacts, such as more frequent 
extreme weather events, will be one of the main goals 
of COP27…



Climate Change Adaptation
Who is leading on delivering adaptation?

A recent review of hundreds of major adaptation support programs – primarily in 
Asia, Africa, and Central/South America – found: 
• Smallholder farming households' adaptation efforts occur primarily through 

their individual/household-led efforts, and not public sector support, i.e., 
“autonomous” rather than “planned” adaptation

• The impacts of their efforts are constrained by “soft limits”, including lack of 
focus on implementation & capacity building, knowledge and information, 
access to capital, and bureaucratized approaches prioritizing “governmental 
actors who are meant to act on behalf of vulnerable populations”.

If this is the case, how effective/efficient will “raising more finance to help 
developing countries cope” actually be if delivered as business-as-usual?



• Public sector-driven, “planned adaptation” initiatives, simply will not reach those 
most vulnerable & most in need in time… 

• Scale of the problem is too big…
Ø Billions of rural poor living on the frontlines of climate change
Ø India & Sub-Saharan Africa alone at least 120 million rainfed, smallholder 

households in some 2.4 million villages…millions of Pacific Islanders living 
scattered across 15% of the earth’s surface

• Essential to empower poor rural communities across the Global South with 
practical/affordable means to adapt & prosper despite climate challenges

• We that believe that the experiential capital gained around the Vetiver System 
offers a high-value opportunity to support community-led climate change 
adaptation, and address ‘soft limits’ to autonomous adaptation.

Climate Change Adaptation
Who is leading on delivering adaptation?



Vetiver Toolkit



Vetiver Toolkit



The Vetiver System 
Origin Story



Kingdom of Judah, 7th Century BC
Hedgerows are an ancient technology

“My beloved had a vineyard on a very fertile hill. 
He dug it and cleared it of stones and planted it 
with choice vines…but it brought forth sour 
grapes…And now I will tell you what I will do to my 
vineyard. I will remove its hedge, and it shall be 
eaten up….” 
Isaiah 5:1-7 





India, mid-
1980s

Structural soil 
conservation = 

expensive 
failure



India, mid-1980s
A more farmer-friendly alternative?

• Gundalpet, Karnataka > 
200-year tradition of 
Vetiver planting on field 
boundaries
• Even at low slopes (1%-

3%), levelling was 
obvious and significant
• A primary motivation: dry 

season fodder production
• Accepted by Lands & 

Survey Dept. as 
permanent markers



India, over millennia
Traditional, Multiple Use Plant

1678 illustration

Roots, in particular, had a wide range of 
uses:
• Ayurvedic medicine
• Religious ceremonies / scent water for ritual 

washing
• Essential oil / perfume
• Woven mats & “desert coolers”
• Repel insect pests / prevent fungal infestations

Over millennia simple selection favored 
production of long roots, and locked in 

gains thru clonal production



Fiji 1950s
Hillslope Sugarcane Production & 

Vetiver 

Insert Audio Clip #1 



Fiji 1950s
Hillslope Sugarcane Production & 

Vetiver 



Worldwide, 1993
Vetiver works, is unique, and the method brings new 

advantages…
• US National Research Council’s Board of Science and 

Technology for International Development conducts a 
scientific audit of Vetiver Grass
• Panel headed by agronomist and Nobel Laureate, Dr. 

Norman Borlaug; and included Drs. Rattan Lal, soil 
scientist; David Pimentel, agronomist/entomologist; and
Hugh Popenoe, ethnoecologist
• Conclusion: “experiences with vetiver worldwide 

[demonstrate that] vetiver works, it is unique, and the 
method brings new advantages…is one practical, and 
probably powerful, solution to soil erosion for many 
locations”. 



John Greenfield (1935 – 2017)
The father of “modern” Vetiver

Insert Audio Clip #2 



John Greenfield (1935 – 2017)
The father of “modern” Vetiver



Worldwide, 1995
Richard Grimshaw Founds The Vetiver Network 

International
• TVNI founded in 1995 to promote Vetiver’s wider use 
• Since founding has been an all-volunteer network & has built a global network of 

partners 
• TVNI website is authoritative repository of technical, educational, & promotional 

materials 
• Previous King of Thailand a strong proponent & Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn 

TVNI’s Royal Patron 
• Six international conferences have been held (Thailand, China, Venezuela, India, Viet 

Nam), with a seventh scheduled for May 2023 in Thailand. 
• Over a dozen national/regional workshops have been presented, & a webinar series 

is in progress. 
• Awards established to incentivize research and development and recognize/promote 

successful VS initiatives. 



Worldwide, 1995
Richard Grimshaw Founds 

The Vetiver Network 
International

• A technical certification program, w/ 130+ 
certified

• Vast body of research now exists on multiple 
uses 

• Links with some 60 networks in about 50 
tropical & sub-tropical countries 

• Tens of thousands of new end-users around 
the world are benefitting from VS 

• Vetiver grass successfully promoted to sustain 
food production, protect land & infrastructure, 
fight soil erosion, decontaminate ‘dirty’ land & 
water, & enhance livelihoods in poor 
communities.



The Vetiver System
What is special about 

Vetiver?



What is Vetiver Grass?
• Chrysopogon zizanioides – (L.) Roberty; 

previously Vetiveria zizanioides
• C4 plant related to maize and sugarcane
• Long living clump grass introduced 

throughout the tropical and sub-tropical 
world (>120 countries)

• The most common cultivars (non-fertile 
polyploids) originate from South India

• Grows under a wide range of rainfall (200 
mm - 6,000 mm) and temperature (-15oC -
55oC) conditions. Does not tolerate 
freezing soils.

• Adapted to a wide range of soil type (pH 
3.3 to 12.5) regardless of nutrient status



What is Vetiver Grass?

• Is non-invasive, having sterile seeds – no 
stolons or rhizomes – and being multiplied by 
plant division 

• Minimal to no competition with adjacent 
crops and shown to enhance growth of some 

• Resists most pests and diseases; provides a 
habitat for beneficial insects 

• Both a xerophyte and a hydrophyte, it is little 
affected by droughts or floods. It survives 
submerged conditions and, being compact 
with stiff stems, withstands strong water 
currents and deep flows 



What is Vetiver Grass?
• Tolerates fire, drought, overgrazing, 

most chemicals, and heavy metals 
• Has the capacity to absorb toxic 

chemicals and metalloids (due partly to 
its unique relationship with arbuscular 
mycorrhiza) 

• Has a high biomass production (100 
tons/ha), and CO2 sequestration at 
levels comparable to – in many cases 
greater than – trees

• Massive, fibrous root system that can 
extend vertically to 5+ meters



How Does Vetiver Grass Work?

STRONG, STIFF, DENSE, THICK SHOOTS

• Creates dense hedges when planted close together

• Dissipates wind and water energy
• Slows down water flows

• Withstands high velocity flows of 5m/sec

• Controls runoff and spreads, rather than concentrates, runoff 
water

• Traps sediments, levelling land and forming terraces over time
• Increases infiltration of rainfall, enhancing soil moisture and 

groundwater recharge



STRONG, STIFF, DENSE, THICK SHOOTS

Malaysia: Two-year-old hedge



How Does 
Vetiver Grass 

Work?
STRONG, STIFF, DENSE, THICK SHOOTS

Malaysia: Two-year-old hedge



How Does Vetiver Grass Work?

Insert Video 
#1



How Does Vetiver Grass Work?

TOUGH, FIBROUS, STRONG, DENSE, DEEP & PENETRATING ROOTS

• High tensile strength ─ avg. 75 - 120 MPa (e.g., vs Salix spp. 17.5 MPa)
• Improve soil sheer strength by 45% or more
• Interlocking and dense root matrix creates dense & strong underground “walls”,

reinforcing soils and slopes
• Uptakes nutrients and moisture from deeper soil depths, conferring drought

resistance
• Provide “conduits” to channel rainfall runoff vertically into soil
• Increases soil microbial activity; takes up excess nutrients; breaks down POPs 

(e.g., dioxins), pesticides, & some herbicides; takes up & tolerates heavy
metals…allowing for rehabilitation and revegetation of soil



How Does Vetiver 
Grass Work?

TOUGH, FIBROUS, 
STRONG, DENSE, DEEP &

PENETRATING ROOTS



The Vetiver System
What can you do with 

Vetiver?



What can you do with Vetiver?
• The Vetiver System has been spreading globally over 

last 30 years, primarily by end-users that have/had a 
problem & needed solutions

• End-users found it affordable, effective, and 
sustainable for numerous applications, under a wide 
range of ecological conditions 

• This resulted in user-driven field development, which 
was subsequently backed up by research…a critical 
factor that has extended vetiver use beyond erosion 
control

• The technology is simple, versatile, and cheap and is 
readily adopted by users at any scale, whether 
communal, public, or private



What can you 
do with 
Vetiver?



AGRICULTURE
ON FARM SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION, FORAGE, PEST CONTROL, 

LAND REHABILITATION, REMOVAL OF AG CHEMICALS, SEQUESTERING OF 
CO2



AD HOC HEDGE INSERTION FOR FARM PROTECTION



DEAD END TRAP CROP
• STEM BORER OF MAIZE AND

SORGHUM (Chilo partellus)
• STEM BORER OF RICE – Pink

(Sesamia inferens) & Striped stem
borer (Chilo suppressalis)

• STEM BORER OF SUGAR CANE?
Anecodatal

• FALL ARMYWORM – attracts but not
preferential over maize

HOSTS BENEFICIAL INSECTS
• PARASITIC WASPS
• LADY BIRDS, SPIDERS

OTHER PESTS
• APPEARS TO DETER NEMATODES &

TERMITES
• WHITE FLY ON BRASSICAS



VETIVER AS FORAGE
Needs to be properly managed through regular cutting or grazing



SLOPE 
STABILIZATION

ROADS, BRIDGES, 
CANALS, DRAINS, 
RIVERS, BUILDING 

SITES

Slope stabilization is 80%-90% less costly with Vetiver vs conventional 
engineered  methods

Bali – Village access road 
stabilization 



India - Community 
stabilizing steep roadside

Bali – Families stabilizing homesites & 
protecting their homes in mountain 

village



Contaminated 
Land/Water

Haiti – The Vetiver Sanitary Latrine, 
designed by Rodger Gietzen



Ethiopia
Constructed 
wetland for 
village-scale 
treatment of 
effluent from 

wet processing 
of coffee 
cherries

Source: Connie Bottenberg



Morocco
Closing a 

village garbage 
dump



Disaster Mitigation

Riverbank Stabilization



Landslide 
Prevention



Watershed 
Protection

Protecting 
spring 

providing 
village water 

supply



Other Uses

Handicrafts



Handicrafts
India, Venezuela

Other Uses



Roofing 
Thatch

Colombia, 
Bali, Kenya

Other 
Uses



What can you do 
with Vetiver?

Broad menu of 
effective 

applications offers
toolkit in support of 

community-led, 
climate change 

adaptation



Principal Disadvantages

• Planting material. VS is a “bulky” technology. To introduce 
programmatically and at scale, requires timely access to large 
quantities of low-cost planting materials

• Shade tolerance. Vetiver is not shade tolerant
• Hedgerow establishment. Requires about 4 - 10 weeks of good soil 

moisture to establish. Under arid/semi-arid conditions must time 
planting accurately & can take 2 – 3 years to have dense hedgerow 
established.

• Free grazing animals. A problem during establishment, will pull out or 
dislodge slips before roots establish…can tolerate direct grazing once 
established

• Maintenance. May require weeding during establishment phase, and 
should be pruned occasionally once established.



For more information
www.vetiver.org

Thank you!


